In this paper, we present an novel hierarchical optimization handoff algorithm (HOHA) which has superior performance over the conventional 1-and 2-threshold handoff algorithms. Our proposed algorithm scans through layers ,of call handoff options and determines the best candidate based on a heuristic that synchronises reciprocal handoffs in adjacent cells and maximises the spare channel capacity in the destination cells. Computer simulation results show that under a unity normalised load condition, the HOHA achieves a gain of about 55% and 11 % in the probability of handoff failure as compared to the 1-and 2-threshold handoff algorithms, respectively. In addition, the total effective load carried is also improved by about 13% and 4%, respectively .
INTRODUCTION
With increasing handoff requirements for a microcellular network, the performance of the conventional 1-and 2-threshold [l] handoff algorithms will be inadequate as they are not optimal. The 1-threshold handoff technique is a straight forward handoff procedure where a call will be terminated if it cannot find an available channel to handoff to, whenitreaches theedgeofcell. Hence,itis neitherefficientnorpractical as mobile communication should be maintained as long as the received signal strength (RSS) is sufficiently strong. The 2-threshold directed retry handoff procedure allows the mobile unit to keep on requesting for an available channel before it reaches its failure threshold, which is defined as the minimum RSS level required to maintain good communications quality. However, the 2-threshold handoff algorithm makes no attempt at equalizing the teletraffic load distribution from one cell to the next.
In this paper, we present an novel hierarchical optimization handoff algorithm (HOHA) which has superior performance over the conventional 1-and 2-threshold handoff algorithms. Ow proposed algorithm scans through layers of call handoff options and determines the best candidate based on a heuristic that synchronises reciprocal handoffs in adjacent cells and maximises the spare channel capacity in the destination cell. This algorithm requires each base station to maintain a Cell Activity Map (CAM) which keeps track of the channel utilisation in a given cell and its neighbours. Given a microcellular structure which provides some degree of ovexlapping of the radio coverage between adjacentmicrocells, mobiles are allowed t o register with alternative base stations when they enter the overlap zones. The CAM keeps track of such mobiles and this information is utilised by the HOHA to determine the best course of handoff action.
In this paper, we describe and analyze our proposed HOHA system in an attempt to improve the quality of cellular service. Computer simulation results are obtained and compared against those of the conventional handoff schemes.
HIERARCHICAL OPTIMIZATION HAND-OFF ALGORITHM (HOHA)
In general, the HOHA system is a mobile-initiated handoff algorithm and involves the use of the following thresholds:
a. Registration Threshold (R,). # 1 1 6 6 8 Table 1 -Layer 1 CAM for Cell 1. Table 1 is an example of the first layer Cell Activity Map (CAM1) of an exemplary microcellular network shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that each mobile requires a pair of logical channels to support its communication link with its server base station. For the pulpose of our analysis, a logical channel can be one from a variety of multiple access protocols.
The interpretation of the activity in Cells 1 and 2 of this CAM table is as follows:
Cell 1: Mobile using logical channel 3 has registered with Cell 2. It has 4 available channels left out of a total of 10 channels.
Cell 2: Mobile using logical channel 4 has registered with Cell 3. Mobiles on channels 5 and 7 have registered with Cell 1. There are 3 available channels left.
Similarly we can now determine the activity for the remaining adjacent cells. Hence, the CAM keeps track of mobile activities such as current service cell, potential service cell as well as channel utilisation in the base cell and its neighbours. 
SIIWULATION MODEL
We analyse the performance of the proposed handoff algorithm in a metropolitan microcellular environment. Our simulation model comprises a network of metropolitan microcells with mobility, teletraffk and propagation models. The metropolitan microcellular structure [2,3] comprises (12x12) road blocks with road block lengths of lOOm as shown in Fig. 2 , and the structure is wrapped around at the edges to avoid edge effects. Hence, a total of 72 microcells are implemented with a total coverage area of 1.44 km2. The microcell boundaries are specified by the radio propagation model and also a frequency reuse pattern utilising four frequency channel sets to provide efficient coverage of the system. The velocity of the mobile has a truncated gaussian distributed probability density function [4] and its direction of movement is randomly selected whenever it reaches an intersection.
A symmetrically loaded network with uniformly distributed new calls is simulated. The inter-arrival time of new calls and the call duration are both exponentially distributed. A call is completed and cleared from the network when its call duration has expired, or if it terminates prematurely due to a failed handoff attempt. A new call that cannot be serviced when it is initiated, is considered blocked and lost. The simulation model only tracks the movement of mobiles that are making Calls.
The radio propagation model includes a power-law propagation path loss and log-normal (shadow) fading. The justification for neglecting Rayleigh fading in our simulation is that, having a relatively short correlation distance, it gets averaged out at the time scales under consideration.
The radio propagation model of the received signal power envelope in decibels for a line-of-sight path is given by
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where kd, is the distance from the transmitter to the receiver, d, is the sampling distance, SMis a constant reference, yis the power-law factor typically between 2 to 5, and U represents the log-normal fading 
where I a I< 1 is a constant that determines the degree of averaging.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The HOHA requires the selection of three thresholds, namely, registration threshold&, handoff request threshold H,, and the critical or call failure threshold C,. It is different from the 2-threshold handoff algorithm as the latter only has the H, and the C, thresholds. Note that the 2-threshold algoithm becomes a 1-threshold algorithm when H, and C, are equal. However, when R, and H, are equal in the HOHA system, it does not become a 2-threshold handoff algorithm as the handoff sequence still involves synchronization with other mobiles from neighbouring cells.
The three handoff algorithms are simulated with the following con-
a. 1-threshold handoff algorithm with H,= C, and the0% overlap zone, b. 2-threshold handoff algorithm with H, at the 0% overlap boundary and C, at the 80% overlap boundary, c. HOHA algorithm with R, at the 0% overlapboundary, H, at the 40% overlap boundary and C, at the 80% overlap boundary. Fig. 3 shows the total load carried per cell against the grade of service (GOS) for the three handoff algorithms. Our results show that the HOHA algorithm has superior performance as compared to the 1-and 2-threshold handoff dgorithms. For an example, at a GOS of 0.1 the total load carried by the HOHA system is approximately 7.8 Erlangs compared to 6.9 and 7.5 Erlangs for the 1-and 2-threshold hmdolff algorithms, respectively. By setting H, between R, and C, the delay 6 shows the probability of forced termination against normalised offerred load. A forced termination is one where a call is eventually forced to terminate prematurely due to a handoff failure. We see that the HOHA system exhibits the best performance compared the 1-and 2-threshold algorithms. For example, at unity normalised load offerred, the forced termination probabilities are approximately 0.06, 0.24 and 0.09 for the HOHA, 1-and 2-threshold schemes respectively. This represents a 4-fold improvement over the l-threshold algorithm, and a 1/3 improvement over the 2-threshold algorithm.
Our proposed HOHA system has superior performance over the conventional 1-and 2-threshold handoff algorithms. Computer simulation results show that under unity normalised load condition, the HOHA achieves a gain of about 55% and 11% in the probability of handoff failure as compared to the 1-and 2-threshold handoff algorithms, respectively, with new call blocking performance comparable with the 2-threshold algorithm. The total load carried using the HOHA system also improves by about 13% and 4% as compared to the 1-and 2-threshold handoff schemes, respectively. Larger gains are obtained at medium and low teletraffic load conditions. These results have clearly indicated the advantages that the proposed handoff algorithm offers in terms of quality of service and channel utilisation efficiency. Specifically, our proposed algorithm minimizes the probability of handoff failure with no penalty in total system load capacity.
